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A hybrid system consists of discrete changes and continuous changes. Hybrid
systems are applicable to diverse ¯elds including physics, control engineering and
biotechnology, and a framework that handle these systems should be useful. In order
to describe hybrid systems, the hybrid system modelling language HydLa has been
proposed in the author's group. HydLa is a declarative language and based on con-
straints. The trajectories of a HydLa program are de¯ned according to the hierarchy
of constraints.
We are implementing Hyrose to simulate and verify HydLa programs. Hyrose uses
a computer algebra system to simulate HydLa programs without numerical errors.
Continuous changes of a hybrid system are described with di®erential equations. Hy-
rose tries to solve them analytically. However, since nonlinear di®erential equations
may not have analytic solutions in general, Hyrose cannot handle programs containing
those equations.
We think of calculating approximated answers of them and guaranteeing the ranges
of the answers. These can be found by using Taylor series expansions and their re-
mainder terms. The precision can be changed by the order of Taylor series expansion.
Sinc we do not necessarily need high precision to verify systems, it is an advantage
that we can adjust the precision according to the behavior of the model. We use
interval arithmetic which handles the pairs of upper bounds and lower bounds. We
made a Mathematica program that encloses the solutions of nonlinear ODEs using
these methods.
When we apply this method to the algorithm of Hyrose in order to handle nonlinear
ODEs, the time of the next discrete change cannot be calculated as a unique formula.
We proposed the algorithm that encloses all the trajectories that a HydLa program
stands for. In this thesis, we also evaluated an algorithm using our ODE solver.
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1 INIT <=> ht=10 /\ v=0.
2 FALL <=> [](ht '=v /\ v'= -10).
3 BOUNCE <=> [](ht- =0 => v= -(4/5)*v-).

























































parameter[y, 2, 3] : (-inf, inf)
# time ended






















Input: HydLa????? HydLaProgram, ????????????MaxT
1: MS := TopologicalSort(SolveCH (HydLaProgram))
2: Mall := MaxModuleSet(MS)
3: V := GetVariables(HydLaProgram)
4: T := 0; S := true; CP := true; E := ;
5: while T <CP MaxT do
6: //PP
7: S := SubstituteMinTime(S; T )
8: (S;CP ; E; ; ; ) :=
CalculateMCS(S;MS;E;CP ; T;
CheckConsistencyPP)
9: if S = false then
10: break
11: end if
12: (S;CP) := AddParameters(S;CP ; V )
13: // IP
14: (S;CP ; E;M;A¡; A+) :=
CalculateMCS(S;MS;E;CP ; T;
CheckConsistencyIP)
15: S := SolveDi®erentialEquation(S)
16: if S = false _ :IsUnique(S; V ) then
17: break
18: end if
19: (MinT ;CP) := GetElement(CompareMinTime(
fFindMinTime(S ^ CP ) g)j(g ) c) 2 A¡g
[ fFindMinTime(S ^ CP ) :g)j(g ) c) 2 A+g
[ fFindMinTime(S ^ CP ^M¡)j
M¡ 2 (Mall \ M)g
[ fFindMinTime(S ^ CP ^ :M+)jM+ 2Mg
[ f(MaxT ¡ T ; true)g))

























































Taylor????????n?? Taylor??? fn??? ti ???? x????? xi ?





(t¡ ti)kfk(xi) + (t¡ ti)nfn(~xi) µ ~xi (t 2 [ti; ti+1])
??????????????????????????~x? a priori enclosure ????
???? a priori enclosure ????????????????? x? \????"??






X = [X;X]; Y = [Y ; Y ]
??????
X + Y = [X + Y ;X + Y ]
X ¡ Y = [X ¡ Y ;X ¡ Y ]
???????x^ = (max (x) + min (x))=2 ????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
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u = [¡1; 1]
??????
u+ u2 = [¡1; 2]
u ¤ (u+ 1) = [¡2; 2]








































_x(t) = ¡x(t)3 (x(0) = 1)
????????????????????






Input: taylor ??????????? tay???????????????? f , ??????
v, ?????????? yinit , ?????? tstep , ??????????? "
Output: ???????? y
1: //??????????
2: U := Interval(¡2 ¤ f(yinit) ¤ tstep ; 2 ¤ f(yinit) ¤ tstep)
3: V := tay(U; yinit ; tstep)
4: //??????????????????????
5: while V ½ U do
6: ??????????
7: U := (1 + ")U ¡ "U
8: V := tay(U; yinit ; tstep)
9: end while
10: //????????
11: while V ½ U do
12: U 0 := U
13: U := V
14: V := tay(U; yinit ; tstep)
15: end while












Äx(t) = ¡ sin(x(t)) (x(0) = 1=1000; _x(0) = 1=1000)
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? 4.2 ??????????????? a priori enclosure

















? 4.4 ???????????????? a priori enclosure








_y(t) = ¡9:8=1 ¤ sin(x(t))



































? 4.8 ??????????????????????????? tight enclosure
?????t = 2:2???










































?????????????? µ = 0??????????????????????
























Input: a priori enclosure ~y, ????????????????? stepT, ?????????
g, ???? curT
Output: ??????????????????????? S
1: S := True
2: // ??????????????????????????
3: lb := 0
4: // ??????????????????????????
5: ub := stepT
6: // ????????????????
7: gcand := checkGuards(g; ~y)
8: if cand 6= ; then
9: param := newParam()
10: condp := (lb < param · ub)
11: // ?????????????????
12: cond := (t = cutT + param ) W gcand)




















?????????? µ ? 0 ???????????????? PP ????????
? IP ????? µ ??????????????????????????????
Tstep = 1=10?????? [44=5; 89=10]???????? µ? 0???????????
?? _µ = [¡(1050290621=1000000000000);¡(1048982771=1000000000000)]?????
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? 6.1 ??????????
1 INIT <=> theta = 1 /\ thetad = 1.
2 CONS <=> [](theta ' = thetad
3 /\ l1 = 1 /\ l2 = 1/2 /\ g = 98/10).
4 F <=> [](thetad ' = -g / l * Sin(theta))
5 F1 <=> [](theta - = 0 /\ theta ' > 0 => l = l1).
6 F2 <=> [](theta - = 0 /\ theta ' < 0 => l = l2).
7
8 INIT , CONS , F << (F1,F2).
? 6.2 ??????????????
6.1 ???????????????????? 26
?????????????? p????44=5 + p(0 < p · 1=10)????????
???????????????
µ = 0; _µ = [¡(1050290621=1000000000000);¡(1048982771=1000000000000)]
??????????????????? µ ???? 0????? _µ ?????????
????????????????????????????????????????
? 1=2???????????????????????? µ ???? (???????
?????)?? 6.4??????????????????????????????
??? q ?????
113=5 + p+ q?0 < p · 1=10; 0 < q · 1=5?
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